Specialty Chemical Discovery at Adesis

The discovery phase for novel,
specialty chemicals requires patience
and significant resources to devote
to a chemistry team in the hopes of
discovering a molecule with potential
utility or for proof-of-concept of a
given idea. Working with Adesis, our
brilliant chemistry workforce, analytical
team, and project management group
collaborate seamlessly to deliver
success for your discovery project.

Full-Time-Equivalents (FTE) options or
a combination of the two. FFS projects
outline a specific set of targets at a set
price, which can lead to a savings of
time, resources, and overall cost.
The FTE program provides a convenient
way for you to hire a chemistry team to
work toward your discovery chemistry
goals. Your FTE chemists at Adesis act
as an extension of your R&D team and
can pivot focus seamlessly as you learn
more about your molecules.
This fast and simple manipulation of
chemical resources to achieve your
chemistry goals is a unique advantage
of the Adesis FTE program.

Speed, Scale and Collaboration
for Discovery Success
When you work with Adesis on your next
discovery campaign, you are expanding
your team of exceptional chemists,
both in and out of the lab. Our scientists
will brainstorm with you to address
challenging chemistries together, or we
can independently propose alternative
solutions and synthetic routes. We work
on your schedule, and our large network
of suppliers can expedite material
deliveries – keeping our discovery
projects moving smoothly and on
schedule.

Contract Options to Suit
Your Chemistry Needs
The two paths for your discovery
chemistry project at Adesis are through
our Fee-For-Service (FFS) or 		

Adesis quickly becomes an extension of
your R&D department, facilitating your
chemical discovery goals. We are ready
to take on your chemistry challenge and
eagerly await your call.

Adesis, Inc.
27 McCullough Drive
New Castle, DE 19720
Phone: 302-323-4880
adesisinc.com

The Value Adesis Brings
to Discovery Work
We have an experienced team of
chemists in medicinal chemistry
who trained In major pharma
companies, hold over 180 patents
and have written more than 240
journal articles and presented 118
times at scientific conferences.
We adjust our work style to meet
your needs: We can actively
engage in brainstorming with you or
independently propose alternative
synthetic routes for discovery
chemistry that are simplified, more
efficient, and
cost effective.
We love to talk science: We offer
the ability to have open dialogues
with our whole project team to
address challenging chemistries
together.
We work on your schedule: Our
employees work in one of our two
Delaware-based facilities which
facilitates easy access during your
working hours.
We move quickly and offer the
capability to rapidly go from
discovery scale to 100’s of grams
or kilos of both final targets and
key intermediates to meet your
project needs.
We provide extensive sourcing
capability. Our procurement
team has a large network of
suppliers and can expedite
material deliveries.
We provide you with a dedicated
project manager to ensure our
work meets your expectations.

Trust Us With Your Chemistry.

